
Next Payments’ Cash Recycler 
Is Your On-Site Bank Branch 

0800 639 8286
nextpayments.co.nz

5 Campbell Terrace
Petone, Lower Hutt 5012

Next Payments’ major shareholder is Macquarie Group

Fastest note counter on the market -
Counts 8 notes per second for deposit,
10 notes per second for dispense

Option to have cashing provider collect
cash to ensure optimal cash security
and handling

Quick float dispense and cash deposit
remove supervisory staff costs from
reconciliation  

Integrate with Next Payments’ Concilio 
software to automate reconciliation and
banking, have live cash visibility, 
terminal status, POS integration and more

Logical transfer functionality 
(transfer from one account to the other without
moving the cash).

Unique login means every transaction 
is linked to an individual employee

Continuous note and coin feed to
simultaneously count bulk notes and coins

Counts, sorts and stores $100k in 
4.5 minutes (may vary depending on cash
denomination mix)
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With your new Cash Recycler system, you will see the difference: 

Manage access for all employees at  
individual level 

 Set up and allocate cash to multiple accounts
to improve reconciliation of departments

 Easily export cash movements into your
general ledger

 Individual note and coin counter: 
The transactions are more secure as the units
are seperate. This makes the audit easier and
as they operate individually, one won’t 
stop the other

Platinum service available, including
24-hour monitoring and contracted return
to service milestones

Make deposits and withdrawals from your
preset accounts

No tedious note bundle limits

All transactions are recorded and fully
traceable – every cent accounted for in venue

High 
Capacity - 
7 cassettes 
store a total 
of 15,000 
notes and 
16,000 coins

5 Campbell Terrace
Petone, Lower Hutt 5012

High Capacity - 7 cassettes store a total 
of 15,000 notes and 16,000 coins


